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1. REFERRAL 
 
1.1 This application has been brought back before the Development Control 
Committee as it is categorised as a large scale major residential development and 
follows the earlier deferral as is detailed below. 
 
 

2. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION 
 
 
DELEGATE APPROVAL in respect of outstanding highway matters and 
subject to a Deed of Variation to the S106 and recommended planning 
conditions. 
 
 
 

3. ADDENDUM 
 
3.1 At the 5th November 2018 Development Control Committee Meeting, Members 
resolved to defer the scheme pending receipt of outstanding consultation responses 
and further consideration to be given to the following areas of concern as confirmed 
in the committee minutes as detailed below:- 
 

1. Management of the emergency access, in particular so as to prevent it 
becoming a rat run; 
 
2. Design concerns regarding the use of a concrete grey roofing tile; 
 
3. Design concerns regarding the proposed split-level 2 and 3 storey height 
dwellings and retaining walls; 
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4. Significant shortfalls in local plan privacy distances as set out in the update 
sheet and consequently consideration be given to the removal of plot 1 in its 
entirety; 
 
5. The proposed use of bungalows; 
 
6. Detailed proposals concerning the arrangements for the allotments, and, 
 
7. Other issues of concern as set out in the committee report. 

 
3.2 The scheme changes will be addressed under these relevant sub headings 
below, with Officer recommendations highlighted in italics where applicable. 
 
3.3 The application and details attached to it, including the plans, supporting 
documents, revisions, any representations made by residents and the responses 
from consultees can be found on the Council’s website at:- 
 
http://planning.highpeak.gov.uk/portal/servlets/ApplicationSearchServlet?PKID=2197
48 
 
 
1. Management of the emergency access, in particular so as to prevent it 
becoming a rat run; 
 
3.4 Officers have previously advised the applicant to submit a scheme for 
consideration as a pre-determination matter in consultation with DCC Highways 
regarding the omission of the Harpur Hill Road emergency road access to the site, 
which would be replaced by a pedestrian footway. 
 
3.5 In response to this request, the applicant has stated that the details / 
specification for the pedestrian entrance and anti-motorbike barrier can be secured 
by planning condition subject to the approval of DCC Highways.  Officers are 
supportive of this approach subject to receiving the favourable comments of DCC. 
 
3.6 The applicant has also provided evidence from the Derbyshire Fire and Rescue 
Service, which sets out that the vehicular access is not a requirement of the Fire 
Service in terms of access under B5 of the Building Regulations. However, it would 
still be recommended by them as it provides an alternative route onto the site should 
it be necessary. 
 
3.7 As discussed in the relevant section below, DCC highway comments are 
outstanding in respect of the revised scheme and Members will be updated at the 
meeting. 
 
 
2. Design concerns regarding the use of a concrete grey roofing tile; 
 
3.8 The applicant has re-issued previous facing material drawings retaining a 70% to 
30% split between a Russell Moray concrete plain tile (70%) and Marley Rivendale 
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artificial slate tile (30%) for the revised site layout.  This is despite the recent offer of 
the artificial slate tile for all scheme dwellings, which appears to have been 
withdrawn owing to scheme cost issues.  In the absence of a viability appraisal 
matters of cost attract little weight in the planning balance and matters of character 
and appearance need to be judged on their own merits. 
 
3.9 The Foxlow Farm scheme is set within the context of a prominently viewed and 
sensitive edge of settlement setting and in close proximity to the Peak District 
National Park at this gateway location into Buxton.  Members will recall OPUNs clear 
design review recommendations as detailed in the original committee report for the 
scheme to utilise an appropriate roof tile for it to be in keeping with its surroundings.  
This has been reflected by the Officers request for the artificial slate tile to be utlised 
across the entire site rather than limited to the main thoroughfare and selected street 
scenes. 
 
3.10 The artificial slate tile measures 600mm x 300mm x 4mm with a riven surface 
and dressed edge to emulate the form of a natural roofing slate tile.  In comparison, 
the concrete tile measures 418mm x 330mm x 16mm, and whilst of a better quality 
than a standard “Marley Modern” type concrete tile (418mm x 330mm x 30mm), will 
inevitably result in a heavier and therefore less traditional roof profile despite its riven 
finish.  Both tiles would be of a slate grey appearance. The developer has offered to 
provide samples of both tiles for consideration by Members prior to their meeting.  
 
3.11 Clearly, the site-wide use of an artificial tile would assist in providing a 
contextual and high quality development as strived for by relevant Local Plan Policy 
and the NPPF (as revised).  Whilst it is disappointing that the better quality artificial 
slate tile for all scheme dwellings has not been offered, as before, the majority use of 
the concrete tile, with the artificial tile employed on selected street scenes is on 
balance acceptable for the scheme to accord with Adopted Local Plan Policies: S 7 
‘Buxton Sub Area Strategy’, EQ2’ Landscape Character’, EQ6 ‘Design and Place 
Making’ and DS 20 ‘Land off Asbourne Road and Foxlow Farm, Buxton’ in particular 
and the relevant sections of the NPPF. 
   
 
3. Design concerns regarding the proposed split-level 2 and 3 storey height 
dwellings and retaining walls; 
 
3(a) Remove Plot 1 and 2 from the scheme to form incidental open space with 
stone wall boundary to emergency access. 
 
3(b) Remove 3-storey split-level house type from scheme and replace with 2-
storey split-level (single storey ‘rear’) rural type dwelling. 
 
3.12 These aspects of the scheme have been satisfactorily addressed as a result of 
revised layout changes for those affected areas of the site, which are now shown as 
being free from built development i.e. dwellings. 
 
3.13 In further detail, former plots 1 and 2 now form a generous garden area to 
former plot 3, renamed plot 1.  Despite the higher retaining wall, an acceptable 
amenity relationship would be maintained to neighbouring Peak View and 



Greenside, which adjoin the northwest site boundary.  The southeast site periphery 
has been further relieved from built development with development offset from the 
site boundary.  Instead a linear POS (Public Open Space) and green buffer would 
extend along this sensitive countryside edge.  The previously objected to split-level 
3-storey dwelling has been omitted from the scheme.  Such changes are viewed as 
positive amendments to the scheme and are welcomed by Officers. 
 
3(c) Use of retaining walls to be limited and no greater than a maximum of 
1.5m in height site wide excepting the public face of the scheme which should 
not exceed 0.5m. 
 
3.14 Following the committee’s deferral and in particular their concerns regarding 
retaining wall heights; Officers have set out the above retaining wall height 
parameter limits for the entire scheme to adhere to. 
 
3.15 With these in mind, the applicant reports that there are just 17 plots with 
publically visible ‘side’ retaining walls, which exceed ground level as is illustrated on 
the recently submitted ‘public front’ retaining walls drawing.  Out of these and as an 
isolated occurence; the retaining, side boundary wall at Plot 137 (adjacent to the 
pedestrian link) would be 1.68 metres in height.  The remaining 16 affected plots 
propose publically visible ‘side’ retaining walls ranging from ground level to 1.0 metre 
in height.  The applicant has further provided an illustrative example of how an 
outward-facing retaining wall can be greened / landscaped to mitigate against its 
overall impact within the street scene.  In more detail, this approach could comprise 
of either a part / full concealment of the structure by earth batters and then further 
softened by landscaping.  This aspect of the scheme is considered to be acceptable, 
subject to a planning condition agreeing such boundary details if Members are 
minded to grant approval. 
 
3.16 Officers further advised the applicant to limit the use of retaining walls to be no 
greater than a maximum of 1.5m elsewhere.  The applicant sets out that there are 25 
plots with rear gardens enclosed by retaining walls on either the rear and / or side 
boundaries varying between 2.0 metres and 2.5 metres.  As well, there are a limited 
number of plots, which have rear gardens abutting retaining walls, which exceed 2.5 
metres.  These are illustrated on the ‘inplot’ retaining walls drawing recently provided 
by the applicant. 
 
3.17 The applicant acknowledges that there are a number of retaining walls which 
would still exceed 1.5 metres.  In these regards, the applicant has explained that 
there is a commercial preference to maximise the length of flat / shallow sloping rear 
gardens with a single, taller retaining structure where required instead of gardens 
with a series of shorter, stepped terraces and this is to provide for functional, usable 
family gardens.  It is also set out how potential purchasers are made aware of the 
walls between the rear and sides of their gardens with adjacent properties.  The 
latter is clearly a matter for the applicant to contend with; however, the former 
requirement to achieve useable family garden areas is a relevant planning issue to 
be considered in the overall planning balance.  Although, no counter information has 
been provided by the applicant to show where an additional wall / step could occur to 
reduce wall height to mitigate against such engineered and amenity impacts for 
applicable examples. 



 
3.18 Members will appreciate that the common boundary treatment typically consists 
of a 1.8 metre close boarded fence, which in turn would significantly add to the 
overall height of any proposed retaining wall structure.  This issue is of less concern 
for those retaining wall structures occuring within long gardens or forming site 
boundaries, which are ‘cut in’, as there would be no requirement for such a privacy 
fence. 
 
3.19 All retaining walls are shown on the more detailed engineering drawings, which 
have been recently revised and resubmitted.  A more detailed analysis of these will 
be provided on the Update Sheet prior to the meeting. 
 
 
4. Significant shortfalls in local plan privacy distances as set out in the update 
sheet and consequently consideration be given to the removal of plot 1 in its 
entirety; 
 
4a) Remove Plot 1 and 2 from the scheme to form incidental open space with 
stone wall boundary to emergency access. 
 
3.20 As set out above, these aspects of the scheme have been satisfactorily 
addressed as a result of revised layout changes. 
 
4b) Plot 73 to 75 (now 71 to 73) backing onto Plot 99 to 94 (now 97 to 92) shall 
achieve acceptable amenity standards. 
 
3.21 See above. 
 
 
5. The proposed use of bungalows 
 
Remove Plot 392 to 395 from the scheme to form incidental open space with 
stone wall boundary to emergency and allotment access. 
 
3.22 The applicant has retained 3 no. two bedroom bungalows on Plots 393 to 395, 
but, has omitted one unit to provide for a more spacious layout, with setback units to 
achieve a good landscaped frontage and follows on from Officer disussions.  This 
small grouping of bungalows would be read separately to the prevailing two-storey 
scale of development.  As a consequence, it would now provide for an appropriate 
gateway setting into the site from Harpur Hill Road and is welcomed by Officers as a 
further, positive improvement to the scheme to comply with the above referenced 
planning policy. 
 
 
6. Detailed proposals concerning the arrangements for the allotments 
 
3.23 The relevant section 106 agreement dated 3rd November 2013 outlined that a 
minimum of 23 allotments (with a maximum size 200 sqm each) would be provided 
on the site on an area of land to be a minimum of 4,600 square meters.  Allotments 
are to be provided in accordance with a scheme to be submitted with reserved 



matters and setting out the precise location, layout, specification and timing of 
delivery and which must provide for completion of the allotments by the 300th 
unit.  Once the allotments have been completed in accordance with the scheme the 
landowner serves notice of completion on the Council and can then either: (1) 
manage and maintain the allotments itself, (2) transfer the land to a management 
company to manage and maintain them or (3) invite the Council to take the land with 
a sum of money to cover Council costs.  There is no obligation for the Council to take 
the land if it is offered and if the Council decide not to take it on then the landowner 
will have to choose whether they wish to manage it themselves or transfer it to a 
maintenance company. 
 
3.24 The s106 provisions for the allotments run closely with the provisions relating to 
the POS (Public Open Space), NEAP (Neighbourhood Equipped Area for Play), 
MUGA (Multi-Use Games Area) and the ‘blue land’ landscaping.  They all require 
schemes to have been submitted with the reserved matters submission. 
 
3.25 Members are advised that a draft outline of the Allotment Scheme and further 
revised layout of this aspect of the site was submitted by the applicant on the 23rd 
January 2019, which they offer to discuss and develop with Officers following the 
committee meeting.  There are no in-principle objections to this approach subject to 
the agreement of the Allotment Scheme before any reserved matters planning 
permission could be granted should Members determine to approve the scheme.  
The schemes in relation to the POS and NEAP have not yet been approved. 
However, these appear to have been largely resolved subject to clarifications, 
including matters in relation to safety inspections and litter collection. 
 
3.26 It is also confirmed that an updated Affordable Housing Scheme will be 
submitted ahead of the meeting and similarly would be subject to the Council’s prior 
agreement.   Members will be updated in these regards. 
 
3.27 The applicant has also recently submitted a draft Deed of Variation to the S106 
to the Council (23rd January 2019).  As before, the applicant has offered an off-site 
sports financial contribution of £50,000 towards the development, maintenance and / 
or refurbishment of the Cote Heath Skate Park.  This would be instead of the agreed 
delivery of the onsite MUGA.  The applicant also seeks the retention of the title of the 
NEAP to be transferred to a Management Company along with the Public Open 
Space and Allotments.  This would be instead of the agreed transfer of the NEAP 
title and the payment of a commuted sum to the Council.  Again, there are no in-
principle objections to this approach subject to a deed of variation to the original 
s106 planning agreement before any reserved matters planning permission could be 
granted should Members determine to approve the scheme. 
 
3.28 The applicant has been asked to clarify proposals to omit the ‘blue land’ 
landscaping scheme as per the submitted deed of variation.  Members will be 
updated at the meeting. 
 
7. Other issues of concern as set out in the committee report 
 
3.29 Officers have summarised these aspects of concern under headings a) to i) as 
follows: 



 
7(a) Increasing the buffer of green / open space between the built form of the 
development and the monument with key views channelled towards the hilltop.  
Delete Plot 371 to 380 to be incorporated into the adjoining public open space; 
 
7(b) Omission of the proposed housing higher up the slope would lessen the 
‘crowding’ effect to the SAM.  See a) above; 
 
3.30 DCC Archaeology has been consulted in respect of the revised scheme and 
has commented as follows: 

 
“The revisions deliver some marginal improvement over the previous layout, 
though I would characterise this more as tinkering with the layout rather than 
seriously engagement with previous comments and advice (e.g. my 
comments of 23/07/2018, drawing on similar advice from OPUN).  These 
related to 1) the green space buffer between the development and Scheduled 
Monument and blending of the built edge to allow the topographic form of the 
hill to be appreciated and experienced; 2) making the layout work with the 
topography and channel views towards the hilltop and 3) using recessive 
layout and materials to make the development less visually intrusive as a 
block. 
 
In relation to point 1, while some plots have been ‘deleted’ the retention of 
overall unit numbers within the development means that the built edge is 
partly pushed back into the space vacated, with a new access road now 
appearing to the rear of the plots formerly number 371-379. The gain of green 
space here is half a back garden, or a few metres, and the edge of the 
development is still the hard form of an access road. Former plots 364-370 
deliver slightly more gain – roughly the length of the former back gardens, 
although again there is a hard edge introduced by the new road proposal. A 
marginal improvement against point 1, therefore, although to deliver a 
meaningful improvement here it will be necessary to reduce numbers of units.  
Point 2 does not seem to have been addressed at all – the layout of the 
scheme is essentially unchanged. Consideration of point 3 would need details 
of levels and materials which are not provided here. 
 
Overall therefore, I don’t feel that these proposals (insofar as it is possible to 
judge without full details of landscaping, materials, changes of level etc) 
meaningfully reduce the harmful effects to the SM through its setting 
previously identified”. 

 
3.31 DCC Archaeology have acknowledged that the newly created green space 
buffer between the scheme and Scheduled Ancient Monument (SAM) represents a 
marginal scheme improvement in these regards.  The scheme will be engineered 
where more significant retaining wall structures are to be employed; however, these 
have mostly been omitted from the sensitve countryside edge and public face of the 
scheme.  The use of an artificial tile site wide would clearly be beneficial to the 
setting of the SAM and assist in reducing levels of harm as has been encouraged by 
Officers.  The revised aspect of the scheme would modestly reduce the level of “less 
than substantial harm” to the SAM, which is to be weighed against the public benefits 



of the scheme i.e. housing delivery, including affordable provision.  This harm is 
nonetheless attributed significant weight in view of the significance of the SAM and 
its setting.  This matter will be returned to in the relevant section below. 
 
7(c) The proposed boundary treatments (changes of level and boarded 
fencing) further harden the edge of development results in a recessive effect.  
Retaining / boundary walls / fences adjacent to the countryside edge should be 
constructed from the existing stone wall materials onsite with knee rail above 
if required; 
 
3.32 See above. 
 
7(d) A higher density of housing development should be achieved towards the 
existing properties on Harpur Hill Road and a lower density of development 
‘feathering / bleeding out’ towards the open countryside edge.  The larger 
‘executive’ dwellings located within the more sensitive southeast ‘countryside’ 
edge of the application site should be replaced with a more appropriate rural 
house type in respect of Plots 344 to 345 and 354 to 370; 
 
3.33 In the context of DCC Archaeology comments above and OPUNs Design 
Review Panel recommendations as contained within the 5th November committee 
report; the scheme still fails to deliver a lower density of development, which 
achieves a ‘feathering / bleeding out’ towards the open countryside edge, including 
more appropriate rural house types.  Instead, the newly formed development 
envelope would retain an urban and uniform grain throughout.  Furthermore, the 
exposed access road to the countryside edge should be low key and as simple as 
possible to appear as more of a track rather than hard development edge as 
proposed.  These aspects of the proposal remain as key scheme criticisms overall.  
This matter will be returned to in the planning balance section below. 
 
7(e) Site sections C, D and E shows a cut operation of up to 5.0 metres within 
this aspect of the site.  Plots 364 to 370 should be free of development to form 
public open space if acceptable levels cannot be achieved; 
 
3.34 As set above, the southeast site periphery has been further relieved from built 
development whereby a linear POS creates a green buffer to this sensitive 
countryside edge.  The previously objected to split level 3-storey dwelling has been 
omitted from the scheme.  Such changes are viewed as positive amendments to the 
scheme and are welcomed by Officers. 
 
7(f) Plot 14 and 15 adjacent to the footpath to Clifton Drive.  Proposed levels 
should be significantly reduced to better respect the existing landform; 
 
3.35 A more detailed analysis of levels will be provided on the Update Sheet prior to 
the meeting. 
 
7(f) Eliminate steps within private driveways and pedestrian link; 
 
3.36 These have been eliminated in favour ramps..  
 



7(g) Remove porch canopies; address squat windows and provide lintels to 
first floor windows where applicable; 
 
3.37 Updated drawings are provided showing removed porches / canopies for some 
house types.  Chimney locations are shown on the materials plans, however, overall 
provision is low and detracts from the quality of the scheme.  Further chimneys are 
recommended to be secured via a suitably worded planning condition should 
Members be minded to approve the scheme. 
 
7(h) Landscaping details to be addressed as per the Aboricultural Consultation 
response contained within the committee report; 
 
3.38 The Landscaping Plans: Section A Rev Q; Section B Rev Q; Section C Rev Q; 
Section D Rev Q; Section E Rev Q; Section F Rev Q and Landscape and Habitat 
Enhancement and Maintenance Plan were resubmitted on the 19th January.  
Although HPBC Aboricultural Officer comments are awaited on the latest scheme 
revisions, previously raised matters have been resolved in respect of the earlier 
submission.  The latest plans are understood to have been updated in respect of 
modest boundary wall changes only.  Derbyshire Wildlife Trust (DWT) raise no 
overall objections to the above latest scheme proposals. 
 
7(i) DCC Highways revised consultation response. 
 
3.39 At the 5th November 2018 DC Committee Meeting, Members resolved to defer 
the scheme pending receipt of outstanding consultation responses.  Highway 
consultation comments were subsequently received on the 9th and 11th of November 
following the committee meeting as set out below.  Members should be aware that 
such matters as raised by DCC Highways are pre-determination matters.  These 
should therefore be addressed prior to the grant of planning permission should 
Members be minded to approve the scheme.  Furthermore, the Highways Officer will 
need to assess the latest layout revisions given the material changes within the 
scheme since comments were last made.  The applicant has been aware of previous 
highway comments raising visibility and insufficient car parking matters, which would 
have lead to a refusal of the scheme on highway safety grounds.  These are 
expected to have been addressed as part of the revised layout submitted, however, 
are yet to be confirmed by the Highways Officer before the scheme layout can be 
confirmed to comply with LP Policy CF 6 ‘Accessibility and Transport’ and the NPPF 
(as revised).  Members will be updated at the meeting. 
 
3.40 DCC Highway Officer comments are awaited on the latest scheme revisions 
drawing reference ‘Proposed Site Plan Rev AAO’ as received on the 20th January 
2019.  Comments are also awaited concerning earlier drawing reference ‘Proposed 
Site Plan Rev AAN’ as received on the 3rd January 2019, however, this plan has now 
been superseded. 
 
DCC Highways (14th November 2018) 
 
3.41 These are summarised as follows: 
 



• Demonstration of forward visibility in the vicinity of plots 189 to 193 although 
there appears to be sufficient property frontage available to address this 
without affecting dwelling plot position; 

• In relation to the above, parking arrangements will need to be reviewed in 
view of limited visibility; 

• The Adopted Local Plan contains guidance on the level of parking that should 
be achieved for new developments, however, it is highlighted that each 
development will be considered in the context of its need for parking and its 
impact on the local road network; 

• The criteria relating to parking for residential dwellings quotes that 3 onsite car 
parking spaces should be provided for 4+ bedroomed properties, 2 spaces for 
3 bedroom properties and 1.5 spaces for 1 or 2 bedroom properties;  

• Drawing No D01 Rev AAJ indicates 200% parking will be available across the 
entire site i.e. 790 spaces for 395 dwellings; 

• County technical criteria, however, in relation to garages (and garage set-
back distances) means that the revised drawing and house types would have 
garage dimensions which do not meet the minimum criteria and in these 
circumstances the garages would not normally count towards on-plot parking 
provision; 

• This could leave some of the larger properties with only a single car parking 
space available for future residents (house types 1151, 1178 and 1253); 

• Some of the other larger dwellings are shown to have two open parking 
spaces associated with them and would fall below Local Plan parking 
requirements; 

• Deficiencies in onplot parking could lead to more permanent on street parking 
arrangements, which is likely to be a highway safety concern if this takes 
place at undesirable locations; 

• It is likely that additional frontage parking could be provided within some of the 
identified plots, to create additional provision, if deemed necessary, and, 

• Particular consideration should be given to onplot parking provision for: 11, 
13, 37, 80/81, 183, 186 and 329 to 329, given these properties are located 
close to proposed junctions or bends. 
 

DCC Highways 09.11.18 
 
3.42 These are summarised as follows: 
 

• ‘Steps between drives and other areas of the site’ whilst steps would 
potentially be a barrier for some residents / users alternative, albeit less 
commodious routes via the main estate streets would be available for less 
ambulant users; 

•  ‘Link path to Clifton Drive’ the gradient of the path is quite considerable, given 
its direct alignment; 

• ‘Emergency links’ the link to Burlow Road (to be clarified) has been designed 
to allow use by emergency vehicles, but will have bollards in place to prevent 
general vehicular use. This route is being put forward for adoption along with 
the new streets; 



• In terms of the proposed link to Harpur Hill Road, it is presumed this is to 
remain private as the Highway Authority has not been provided with any 
details or designs relating to this route; 

• Current County Council residential design guidance contains a section 
relating to Emergency Vehicle Access within new developments. This states 
that new residential developments usually need to provide at least two access 
points to the existing street network. In some circumstances, this may be 
particularly important to help emergency services respond to response time 
requirements. However, it also points out some of the issues associated with 
emergency only accesses i.e. enforcement problems arising from their 
misuse, difficulties encountered by the emergency services, maintenance 
issues and vandalism of access-control equipment, general crime and anti-
social behaviour problems; 

• The Manual for Streets documents suggests that fire services often have a 
less numbers-driven approach for the provision of emergency vehicle links 
and work on a risk based approach and response time requirements (rather 
than a specific number of dwellings or length of cul-de-sac). Given the fire 
stations is directly opposite the site response times may not be a particular 
issue. However, it is recommended that the applicant consult with the fire 
service direct to ascertain if they would require any specific infrastructure to 
be provided. 

 
 

4. PLANNING BALANCE AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
4.1 The principle of the development at the application site has been accepted by the 
granting of the outline planning permission in November 2014 and has been 
established by the relevant Local Plan site allocation DS20.  The overall number of 
houses proposed by the scheme falls within the scope of development as approved 
by the outline consent, including associated public open space, play space and 
allotment provision.  Appropriate land provision has been made available for the 
local centre, which would be subject to a future reserved matters application. 
 
4.2 It is clear that the confirmed need for additional housing to boost housing delivery 
remains a matter of significant weight in support of the application proposal for a total 
of 395 dwellings.  The proposed contribution of 30% affordable housing would 
deliver a significant number of affordable units.  Although this proportion would be no 
greater than that required by LP policy, the provision would add further weight in 
support of the application proposal.  A total housing delivery of 395 units represents 
a significant public benefit, on the basis of delivery alone.  As well, there would be 
related benefits to the local economy and community associated with the benefits of 
housing delivery.  
 
4.3 Despite the alterations to existing grounds levels across the site, there would be 
no adverse impact on the residential amenities to existing neighbouring residents in 
respect of the final scheme. Within the scheme itself, although detailed checks of the 
final set of revised plans are still being carried out, overall the position in much 
improved with retaining wall heights reduced across the site and, according to the 
applicant, only 17 plots with publically visible ‘side’ retaining walls, which exceed 
ground level, only one of which would be over 1m. There are now only 25 plots with 



rear gardens enclosed by retaining walls of between 2.0 metres and 2.5 metres. 
There are no adverse impacts in terms of onsite underground archaeology, ecology / 
biodiversity. subject to no objection being raised by the Highway Authority it is 
considered that the scheme will comply with relevant policies of the Local Plan in 
respect of highway safety. 
 
4.4 The layout, design and appearance has also been much improved as a result of 
omission of plot 1 and 2 and the replacement of plots on the countryside edge with a 
strip of landscape / open space. In particular, the omission of the 3 storey units with 
heavily engineer rear gardens is a significant improvement. However, in order to 
maintain the same number of dwellings across the scheme this has resulted in an 
increase in density on other parts which fails to respect the countryside edge / SAM 
setting.  A looser knit, lower density form of development along these frontages 
would have been preferable. As a result these areas would not deliver a high quality 
development which responds positively to its environment and contribute towards 
local distinctiveness.  In terms of heritage harm, the Framework requires the public 
benefits of the scheme to be weighed against any resultant harm, which in this case 
would be less than substantial. Furthermore, the Council is mindful that the scheme 
broadly accords with the outline approval in terms of quantum of development and 
this is a matter of significant material weight in the planning judgment. 
 
4.5 With this in mind, (noting the significant benefits of the scheme in terms of 
housing delivery, and significant improvements over the previous layout presented to 
committee), whilst it is considered to be a finely balanced matter in respect of layout, 
design and appearance, the application, nevertheless represents sustainable 
development under the terms of the Adopted Local Plan and Framework. 
 
4.6 The scheme therefore benefits from the presumption in favour of sustainable 
development and accordingly is recommended for approval. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
A. That reserved matters, including layout, scale, landscaping and appearance 
be approved subject to a Deed of Variation to omit the onsite MUGA in favour 
of an offsite contribution of £50,000 towards Cote Heath Skate Park, the 
retention of the title of the NEAP to be transferred to a Management Company 
along with the Public Open Space and Allotments and conditions as follows: 
 
1. Approved plans. 
2. Facing Materials. 
3. Chimneys 
4. Removal of permitted development (selected plots). 
5. Boundary Treatments. 
6. Boundary treatment retention, including to farm buildings. 
7. Demolition of all other farm buildings.  
8. All landscaping works in accordance with the approved details.  
9. Landscaping Implementary and Maintenance. 
10. Details of earth works. 
11. Tree retention in accordance with the submitted plans 



12. Highway conditions (AWAITED). 
 
B. In the event of any changes being needed to the wording of the Committee’s 
decision (such as to delete, vary or add conditions/ informatives/planning 
obligations or reasons for approval/refusal) prior to the decision being issued, 
the Operations Manager - Development Services has delegated authority to do 
so in consultation with the Chairman of the Committee, provided that the 
changes do not exceed the substantive nature of the Committee’s decision. 
 


